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  We continue to invest in our platform to give you the best experience. Looking 

towards the future, you can expect even more advanced features and 

functionality shaping Priority to your business needs. 

• Getting the help you need - Using the various help tools we offer in Priority, 

you can easily and effectively find any help you may need in the system. The 

Helpbook, found in every document in just a click on the  button, 

includes the most relevant video clips, SOPs, and FAQs, when you need it - 

where you need it. Following our announcement in version 22.1 about the 

upcoming removal of the Wizards, as of version 23.1, we invite you to use the 

Helpbook for all your system help needs. Of course, we carefully moved all 

the relevant information to the Helpbook, available since version 22.1. 

Priority Analytics 

We are proud to announce Priority Analytics - a new, intuitive, and easy way to 
create reports. 

Using new, innovative technology, now all users can build reports that include 
combined data from different modules and areas in Priority, helping you analyze 
and evaluate information, so you can make data-driven decisions. 

This upgraded and flexible experience allows you to build a report by choosing fields 
from a variety of forms; standard and customized. 

The new Analytics icon  takes you from the home page to the new My 
Reports area, where you can view reports you created, reports shared with you, and 
perform actions, like building new reports, editing existing reports, and running 
reports. 
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You can also define advanced report settings like sharing the report and defining the 
report as a multi-company report. You can set report column definitions to group 
specific data together, to sort data, aggregate calculations for columns, and add 
expression columns for advanced calculations. 

In the My Reports area you can find the reports you already built in the past from 
the User Report Generators and continue running them only. To benefit from the 
new and advanced functionalities that Priority Analytics has to offer, we encourage 
you to rebuild them in Priority Analytics. Gradually, we do plan to take down the 
report generators. Of course, we will give prior notice. 

https://support.priority-software.com/#/kb/LBI2300714/English



